NVIDIA Quadro Professional Graphics Boards

Optimized to run professional applications, Quadro provides the performance and stability required to keep highly skilled and compensated specialists innovative and productive.

**HOW TO IDENTIFY THE OPPORTUNITY**

One Question: What’s the Application?

**Markets and Software Packages**

- Engineering and Design including CAD/CAM and CAE: AutoCAD, SOLIDWORKS, CATIA, ANSYS, VRED
- Video Editing, Animation, Digital Content Creation: Adobe CC, 3DS MAX, MAYA, ARNOLD, V-Ray
- Architecture, Engineering and Construction: Revit, Civil 3D, Navisworks Manage, Rhinoceros

**Selling Points**

- Consistent NVIDIA Design and Manufacturing
- Increased Professional Application Performance
- ISV Software Certification and Support
- Support for any workstation brand
- Longer Lifecycle Matches Business Needs
- Unified Driver Architecture Lowers TCO
- 3-Year Warranty

**3 REASONS WHY SELLING NVIDIA QUADRO WILL MAKE YOU MORE MONEY**

**Higher Profit Margins**

Selling NVIDIA Quadro professional graphics solutions differentiates you from your competition. Pros understand the importance of world-class service and support and will pay to receive it. Offering ISV certified solutions which meet your client’s needs, and backing it with PNY’s warranty and support delivers higher profit margins.

**Increase Client Base**

Expanding your professional graphics market share and vertical expertise broadens customer base while boosting your profit margins.

**Satisfied Customers = Repeat Sales**

Selling Quadro professional graphics that meet client needs the first time, and backing them with PNY’s unrivaled commitment to service and support, will lead to high margin repeat sales.

**RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS**

**Ultra High End**

- NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000, VCQRTX8000-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro RTX 6000, VCQRTX6000-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro GV100, VCQGV100-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro GP100, VCQGP100-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro P6000, VCQP6000-PB

**High End**

- NVIDIA Quadro RTX 5000, VCQRTX5000-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro P5000, VCQP5000-PB

**Mid-Range**

- NVIDIA Quadro RTX 4000, VCQRTX4000-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro P4000, VCQP4000-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro P2000, VCQP2000-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro P1000, VCQP1000-PB

**Entry-Level**

- NVIDIA Quadro P620, VCQP620-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro P600, VCQP600-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro P400, VCQP400-PB
- NVIDIA Quadro K420 2GB, VCQK420-2GB-PB

**For more information visit:**

**WWW.PNY.COM/QUADRO**